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Abstract. This paper summarizes the concept of employability at domestic and foreign, and outline the definition of employability structure at domestic and foreign, summarize the concept of employability and employability structure of vocational students.

1. Introduction

In recent years, China's market economic system has been continuously improved, and higher vocational education has developed rapidly. Vocational education aims to cultivate practical and skilled practical talents. This is actually the requirement for vocational education to enhance the training of employability to meet the needs of the job market. There is gap between graduate attributes not only their employment readiness but also their employability skills \textsuperscript{[1]}. This paper summarizes the concept of employability and the definition of employability structure at domestic and foreign, and expounds the concept of employment ability and employability structure of higher vocational students.

2. Concept of employability

2.1 The concept of foreign employability

From the 1950s to the 1970s, it was the origin and initial stage of the research on employability. Employability was more regarded as a labor market tool. Employability, as a socio-economic goal to achieve full employment, was mainly from the perspective of the government. Its research mainly focused on the employment attitude and self-image of the lower-level people and used government intervention to encourage the unemployed to enter the labor market and improve their ability to obtain and maintain long-term employment. Beveridge first introduced this concept in 1909.

The scholar Mayer argues that employability is a common and universal competence that is generally representative of no particular industry or occupation. The ability to be employed, whether at work or in the organization, is an ability that effectively applies skills and knowledge to practical work\textsuperscript{[2]}. Mohd Yusof Husain also pointed out that employability is the general skills, quality, knowledge, ability, and characteristics that an individual must possess to succeed in learning and working. They can be applied to different subject areas, different work and living environments\textsuperscript{[3]}.

From the perspective of employment services, the Canadian Conference Committee has defined the employability scientifically. The organization believes that employability is the individual’s quality and knowledge in order to better meet the needs of the job market in the actual employment environment. Employability can help individuals succeed in obtaining employment and development opportunities and increase their chance of success in employment\textsuperscript{[4]}.
2.2 The concept of domestic employability

The study of China's employability started late. It was not until the 1990s that the study of employability was introduced into China. After that, the research was increasingly concerned by researchers. Domestic scholar Zheng Xiaoming first made clear the concept of student employability. His view of employability is that students acquire the ability to acquire knowledge and develop comprehensive qualities through their schooling, which is a skill not only able to fulfill the ideal of employment, realize their own value, but also meet the needs of society to a certain extent[5].

Li Junkai believes that college students' employability includes professional competence, interpersonal influence, analytical thinking, professional identity, and personality. The subject is an individual, so the employability should be a collection of individuals in knowledge accumulation, basic skills, and work mentality, and should not be constrained by external environmental factors and other conditions. Although these are all objective and even disturbing factors that affect the outcome of employment, these factors should not be included in the scope of employability[6]. Xiao Yan and Wang Yanan believe that the employability of college students is the ability and overall quality of successful employment accumulated by the students themselves, emphasizing that the employability is a common skill, and it is the ability to apply to all posts. They all think that employability is a complex system of capabilities[7].

Through the review of domestic and foreign research literature, we find that both Western scholars and domestic scholars have not yet obtained a unified view on the employability. It is not difficult to understand this phenomenon. The reason is that different scholars have different comprehension of capabilities and different definitions of employment. Therefore, the concept of employability cannot be unified. However, for the employment guidance practice of higher vocational education in our country, with the continuous advancement of the popularization process after higher education, employment orientation as a core institution in higher vocational colleges becomes more and more clear. Domestic academic circles have also conducted some exploratory studies on the employment ability of higher vocational students. The definition of unified employability of higher vocational students is of great significance to the employment guidance practice in higher vocational education.

3. Employability Structure

3.1 Overseas Employability Structure

The Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills conducted a comprehensive investigation and in-depth study of the current state of education in the United States in the last 20 years and the demand for talent in the 21st century in the United States. In its investigation report: The 21st Century American Requirements for Schools, it was pointed out that employers' expectation of employment is not only with solid professional knowledge and professional skills, but also with strong practical ability and practical skills. Only in this way can the needs of work be met. The survey report summarized the "five capabilities" and "three basics." The "five capabilities" are the ability to use and govern all kinds of resources reasonably, the ability to handle interpersonal relationships, the ability to obtain information and use information, the ability to analyze, and the ability to use multiple technologies. The "three basics" are basic qualities (listening, speaking, reading, writing, counting), logical thinking, and moral qualities.

Bridgstock Ruth pointed out in his article that the composition of college students' employability consists of five components: specific professional skills, career planning skills, general skills, personality and personal characteristics, and self-development management capabilities[8].

3.2 Domestic Employability Structure

The concept of employability was first introduced by scholar Zheng Xiaoming in China. He divided the employability of college students into individual intellectual and non-intellectual factors, namely, IQ and EQ, or intellectual capital and capability capital. The intelligence factor is the
"hardware" of the individual's survival and development. The non-intelligence factor is the "software" of the individual's survival and development. The two are complementary and inseparable. The employability of university students can be divided into learning ability, logical ability, hands-on practical ability, candidate ability, environmental adaptability, etc.; in terms of components, a qualified individual who meets the requirements of the applicant should have good intellectual capital and capability capital, which is commonly known as IQ and EQ\(^5\).

Li Junkai based on a questionnaire survey of 2,570 graduates in different regions and universities of different types across the country, analyzed the exploratory factors and confirmatory factors and found that the structural model of university students' employability includes five factors: professional competence, interpersonal influence, analysis and thinking, professional identity, and personality. Among them, personality, analysis and thinking, professional identity are the intrinsic key factors, and professional competence and interpersonal influence are external factors\(^9\). This study not only reasonably sums up and explores the factor composition of employability, but also gives a detailed and profound description of the structural model of the factor and finds out the mutual influence of each factor. This is of positive significance for understanding the complex framework of employability.

Xiao Yan and Wang Yanan, on the basis of defining the definition of employability, compiled a structural scale for the employability of college students based on relevant literature and open questionnaire survey data. The employability structure is divided into three dimensions: human capital, social capital, and psychological capital. Human capital includes learning ability, practical ability and job search ability. Social capital includes the accumulation of social relations and the help of social relations for employment. Psychological capital includes psychological qualities and personal qualities\(^7\). Through project analysis, exploratory factor analysis, reliability and validity analysis, the dimensionality structure of college students' employability was verified. The research conclusions have certain reference value to solve the employment problem of college students.

In summary, the essence of the integrated employment capacity structure is to analyze the influencing factors that affect the employment results of laborers. Many scholars also put forward the two-factor theory, the three-factor theory, the five-factor theory, the seven-factor theory, and even the nine-factor theory of the employability structure from different perspectives and focuses. Although they are different, the essence is the same. The factors of employability structure include knowledge, skills, and individual psychological characteristics. In general, compared with foreign studies, the theoretical foundation for the study of domestic employment capacity structure is weak, the capacity structure is not mature enough, the research method is simple, and there is a lack of innovation.

4. Definition of employability of vocational students

This study defines the employability of higher vocational students as follows: higher vocational and technical colleges are aiming for employment while students are in school. Through knowledge learning, professional practice, and social practice, graduates have the comprehensive ability to acquire a variety of knowledge, skills, personality qualities, and attitudes that can make them successful in career, occupation, and professional development. Higher vocational students' employability is a comprehensive ability related to employment. It is a combination of a series of skills and individual characteristics. It is the ability to help vocational students get job smoothly and is capable of obtaining and maintaining work and promotion.

5. Definition of the Employability Structure of Higher Vocational Students

For vocational college students, the structural composition of their employability includes a variety of different abilities that students have. Among these capabilities that are included in the employability, there are also significant differences in the importance of different abilities. As far as the actual situation of vocational college education is concerned, student employability mainly
includes five levels of content, namely, professional ability, individual ability, vocational ability, social ability, and innovation and entrepreneurship.

Professional ability includes professional knowledge and professional skills. Individual ability includes self-awareness, learning ability, and self-adaptability, ability to analyze and solve problems, personality, emotion regulation, and personal image. Vocational ability includes professional planning ability, job search ability, professional ethics and professionalism, ability to collect and process information, ability to seize opportunities, decision-making ability, and marketing ability and so on. Social ability includes interpersonal skills, communication skills, expression skills, teamwork skills, practical skills, and organizational and coordination skills. Innovation and entrepreneurship include awareness, thinking, knowledge and skills.

Through the induction and analysis of the above documents, this paper defines the employment ability structure of higher vocational students as the following five components: professional ability, individual ability, vocational ability, social ability, and innovation and entrepreneurship, which constitute the theoretical model of the employability structure of the vocational college students, as shown in Figure 1. These factors are interlinked, and the improvement of each factor can improve the employability.
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Figure 1 Theoretical Model of Employability of Higher Vocational Students
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